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Zach and Lou’s Barbecue new part of Burrville history
BY JOSIE ALBERTSON-GROVE
REPUBLICAN-AMERICAN

TORRINGTON — Zach
and Lou’s Barbecue has been
serving ribs and brisket in
Burrville for a few weeks, but
the restaurant celebrated a
grand opening on Tuesday. In
front of about 30 people, Mayor Elinor C. Carbone cut a
sparkly orange ribbon with a
pair of purple scissors about
as big as a tennis racket.
Lou Gabriel, one of the
restaurant’s owners, watched
the proceedings from an orange tent, standing beside the
torpedo-shaped meat smoker
full of butts and brisket. Each
gust of wind sent eye-watering wood smoke into the tent.
“It’s been crazy busy,” he
said of the first few weeks of
business, with many customers coming for lunch
from nearby businesses.

“People have been lining up
before opening.”
The restaurant is named
for Gabriel and his son, Zach,
who worked behind the
counter during the opening
rush. Zach Gabriel, 30, said
his father was not always a
chef, but started cooking to
preserve family recipes, the
Italian pastas and sauces he
grew up on. The Gabriels also
threw big backyard parties
every summer, and barbecue
quickly became part of the
family’s tradition.
“I started out on a 22-inch
Weber grill,” said Lou
Gabriel. He tinkered with the
recipes over the years, collected feedback from his
guests, and graduated to bigger, more elaborate cooking
equipment.
In 2011, Gabriel started a
catering-vending business,
grilling and smoking meat

Lou Gabriel,
with ribs he
will smoke for
five hours before serving
them at Zach
and Lou’s
Barbecue, the
Torrington
restaurant he
and his son
have opened.
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part-time while he worked an
office job. He was doing brisk
business, but opening a
restaurant was still a big risk,

he said.
The shift wasn’t entirely
voluntary. In May, Gabriel
was laid off. But in the set-

back, Gabriel saw an opportunity.
“When they let me go, they
did me a favor,” Gabriel said,

grinning. “I wasn’t really a
big fan of the corporate
world.” And he worried his
age — almost 60 — would
make it hard to find another
job.
Gabriel said he started
looking for a building for the
barbecue restaurant that day.
He hoped to find a space in
downtown Torrington, but
couldn’t find a building
equipped to be a restaurant,
with the right ventilation and
a walk-in cooler. His wife
spotted the old Burrville
store on Winsted Road,
across the street from the old
Burrville fire department.
The building has been a
railroad depot, a general
store, and a gas station
through its life, said Gabriel.
Now, it’s a barbecue joint.
“We’re part of Burrville
history now, part of the history of the building,” he said.
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to residents alleging Merchant of conducting illegal
town business. The first flier
alleged that Merchant and
Town Council members conducted town business illegally when purchasing land for
the Main Street firehouse expansion and renovation.
The issues in both fliers
deal with town projects that
were a part of the $6.9 million
bond package that was voted
on and approved by residents
in October 2016. The road repairs totaled $2.3 million of
the bond package, Town Hall
repairs were budged for
$550,000 and included the installation of new curbing and
sidewalks and the firehouse
expansion and renovation is
budgeted for $3.7 million of
the total bond package.
Merchant is outraged by
the anonymous fliers.
“I’ve been involved with
elections in town for 50 years
and I’ve never seen someone
stoop so low as my opponent
has,” Merchant said.
He said he believes DeHuff
is the one responsible for creating and distributing the
fliers. She denied that she or
anyone on her Citizens for
Responsible
Government
slate is responsible.
“It comes down to who
stands to benefit looking to
get voters against me. I can’t

prove who’s behind this, I can
just go by my suspicions,”
Merchant said. “This is an insult to me, my family, the position of mayor and every citizen in town. I’ve never seen
something this low.”
On Oct. 20, a bipartisan
complaint against DeHuff
and the Citizens for Responsible Government slate candidates was filed by residents
Joyce Krinitsky, a Democrat,
and Gregory Showers, a Republican, with the State Elections Enforcement Commission, for the anonymous
fliers.
Krinitsky said she and
Showers filed a second complaint against DeHuff and the
CFRG candidates Tuesday
morning after receiving the
second anonymous flier.
“In the fliers, they claim
people are acting illegally but
yet their behavior is illegal
according to election law,”
Krinitsky said.
DeHuff said her campaign
would not be able to financially afford to produce fliers
of this quality and quantity.
Many sites online allow
anyone to produce a flier and
send it anonymously. Staples
also offers the service online.
To design and mail fliers
anonymously through Staples, an estimate from the
company’s website stated it
would cost $3,360 to produce
and mail 8,000 copies of a
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four-page, 11-by-17 inch color flier with a glossy finish,
like the fliers residents have
been receiving.
Plymouth has about 8,000
registered voters and about
12,000 residents in town.
According to the CFRG financial disclosure statement,
the slate’s total donations collected was $9,145. Between
June 1 to Sept. 30, they spent
$7,656.63 on expenditures
like campaign lawn signs,
headquarters rent, electricity, insurance and paint and
campaign brochures
The CFRG campaign
brochures cost $371.66 and
an additional expenditure for
the larger political advertisement yard signs cost $733.25.
Joshua Foley, an attorney
with the State Elections Enforcement Commission, said
the one exception to the state
law that requires all paid for
campaign communications to
include an attribution is if an
individual not affiliated with
any campaign produces and
mails the anonymous flier.
Foley said this exception only
applies to the individual if
their fliers cost less than
$200.
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